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(Image credit: Con Karampels) President Trump and tech experts are worried that TikTok may be spyware, but the fake Android TikTok Pro app is the real thing. It will steal your text messages, your photos, your Facebook location and password, and can also take screenshots, touch the microphone, make calls, send
texts and run other apps. The TikTok Pro app is not in the Google Play store, but because the U.S. government has announced it will ban TikTok unless a Chinese app finds an American buyer, many people may be forced to go long looking for the real thing. TikTok Pro will wait to trick them into downloading it. Users
looking forward to using the TikTok app amid the ban may be looking for alternative methods to download the app,' Shiwang Desai of security firm ZScaler wrote in a blog post yesterday (September 8), detailing this new spyware threat. In this case, users can mistakenly install malware. This isn't the first fake TikTok Pro
app to appear - Desai noted that it was previously advertised via WhatsApp and spam text messages and, once installed, showed you a lot of ads. The room was quite big and comfortable. Desai did not specify how this new, more dangerous option would give, but the same way texts and messaging chats can be a safe
bet. Once the fake TikTok app is installed, it quickly hides its own icon, Desai wrote, perhaps to make the user think the installation failed. To steal your Facebook credentials, it creates a fake Facebook sign-in page and waits for you to sign in to your username and password. This functionality can be easily expanded to
steal other information, such as bank credentials, although we have not seen any banks targeted in this attack, Desai wrote. It's pretty easy to avoid TikTok Pro and other malicious Android apps. First, don't download or install any app that isn't in the official Google Play app store. (Older Android phones can prevent this
from happening by leaving unknown sources unverified in security settings.) Second, download and install one of the best Android antivirus apps that will immediately block such Android malware. Today the best Kaspersky Internet security for Android offersCaspersky™ internet security ... The last year - let's be real, just
in the last week - have been such a roller coaster, it's most likely left you completely unaware of what time, day, or season it is. Many people have been changed by 2020, and proof is in the pictures. TikTok's new challenge calls for comparing the first photo you took in 2020 and the last photo you took to summarize
those changes. From the great transformations of hair — remember the quaranquits? — to stylistic capital exit, and much into this, the results are infused. To partake of the partake, you'll want to know how to find your first picture from 2020. Photos can be of yourself, or a scene that illustrates your not yet throes of hope
for the year. In my own photos to I'm rosyly tousling, carefree and optimistic about the year while at my last, I'm much more serious, but with a sense of confidence I never thought I'd be able to achieve while wearing a lounge 24/7. When you compare your own self-portraits of early 2020 to your latest photos, you should
see that you are wearing evidence of a difficult year quite obviously. While you often see these kinds of retrospectives appear near the end of the year, it's hard to argue that 2020 hasn't tried to fit in at least a decade's worth of events in an 11-month span. Here's how to take part in challenge and add your own
transformation to this collective digital time capsule. Find your first photo from 2020For instead of scrolling all the way back through hundreds of WFH selfies, FaceTime screenshots, pet portraits and interior design games you've taken over the past year, there's a simple iPhone shortcut that will help you quickly get back
to early 2020. First, tap Photos, and then tap Library in the lower-left corner. There you can choose from years, months, days, and all photos - tap Years and tap 2020. The year will be automatically sorted by months, so you can scroll through January, where you'll find the very first photo of the year. Chances are it's New
Year's Eve and you look like someone who just celebrated the night before. In my first photo, I mask-less, smiling on a hike. Later, I'd upload this photo to Instagram with upbeat caption about what's looking forward to what the new year will bring. If you're using an Android phone, transfer it to your photos and tap the
calendar icon on the right side of the screen and hold to slip back through the month's tabbed photo rolls. Once you click January 2020, let go and you'll be stationed in this part of your library. Take a picture of the selected photo so that it is easily accessible in the Recent folder. This will be useful for finding it on TikTok
later. Find the last photo from 2020Head back to months, then just scroll right to November 2020 to find the latest shots. You can also find this in the Recent folder. If the number of selfies has decreased over the past few months, you may have to scroll back quite a bit. In my last photo, I'm eight months pregnant,
breaking out of the tie-dye lounge set that I DIY'd back during the crafting phase of the pandemic. Take a screenshot of this photo too so it's next to your previous photo in your Recent folder.Fold A #2020PhotoChallenge On TikTok Once you have your photos ready, it's time to do TikTok. Soundbite, which many people
use for this trend, is an edited clip that brings together Blondie's original Heart of Glass with the cover of Miley Cyrus. Sync your photo to a half of the Blondie clip and then cut out the photo after, when Miley Cyrus starts singing, in about three seconds. The easiest way to create a post is to beep, and then click Use this
sound at the bottom of the screen. From there Click Upload in the bottom right corner and find your first and last photo of 2020 in the latest photos and tap Select – you may need to give TikTok access to your photos if you haven't done so before. From there, it will create a small transition between two photos, and you
can add text, effects, stickers and filters to indicate the time difference. You can also play with transition and pitch to make the short slideshow even more perfectly synced to soundbite. While 2020 probably has more chaos in store, with the election taking place in the rearview mirror, now is a good time to book the end
of your makeover. game files like I can put them all together like . DVD or .iso to burn to DVD and be able to play on my Xbox? TechRadar is supported by its audience. When you buy through a link on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. Find out more of the best free tools, apps, and games. TechRadar
newsletter Sign up to get the latest news, reviews, opinions, analysis and many more, as well as hot tech deals! Thank you for subscribing to TechRadar. You will receive a confirmation email shortly. There was a problem. Refresh the page and try again. No spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we
will never share your details without your permission. You've probably already come up with a TikTok. You've seen an ad with some 17-year-old teenager with neon contacts, bleached hair and fake blood dripping down her neck lips, syncing to the tune. Why on Earth would you like to download it just to watch people
dress up, mouth words and bitter to soundbites? We get it. But somehow, more than one billion people are reportedly actively flipping TikTok every month, spending nearly an hour a day on it. Yes, it's about time you tested the app. Best apps for iPhone: The ultimate guideThe best apps for Android: The ultimate
guideBeforeTikTok is a social app used to create and share videos. Many videos tend to target music, with creators using a huge catalog of sound effects, snippets of music and filters to record short clips of them dancing and lip-syncing. But there are countless videos to discover, with different themes. There are DIY and
craft videos, comedy sketches, you name it. If TikTok sounds familiar, it's because there are similar apps that came to it, like Vine and Dubsmash.TikTok also had a predecessor called Musical.ly that Chinese entrepreneurs Alex Zhu and Luyu Yang launched in 2014. ByteDance acquired Musical.ly in 2017, and then a
year later rolled the main functionality and user base of the service into its own TikTok app. Existing users Musical.ly have been migrated to TikTok accounts. By 2018, TikTok has surpassed Facebook, YouTube and Snapchat in monthly installs in the U.S. Apple App Store and Google Play Store.TikTok has more than
one billion global monthly active users - 63 percent of whom are between the ages of 10 and 29. Women on TikTok also outnunust men to one in the US. As a result of TikTok's popularity, ByteDance is now considered the most valuable startup in the world, with an estimate of more than $105 billion. TikTokThe main
function of TikTok is that users can shoot videos of themselves synchronizing their lips, dancing or performing sketches. Videos - or TikToks - can be up to 15 seconds long, but they can also connect multiple clips to 60 seconds of total recording. Users can also upload longer videos recorded outside the app. TikTok also
has tools to edit and customize videos. Users have access to a library of songs, effects, filters, and sound bites to add to their videos. They can also duet with someone responding to the video, creating a split screen and endless reactions. They can even add their own sounds and lip sync to another user's video. Let's
look at how to navigate the app. When you open TikTok, you will see a menu bar at the bottom. It has shortcuts for each of the following five pages in the app: Home: Shows two channels - Next and For You - which you can switch between them. Discover: Basically shows you TikTok videos marked with a trending
hashtag. Create a video: Opens on the recording screen where you can shoot videos. Incoming: Shows all activity in the video. (Tap the envelope to access DMs.) Me: Your profile that you and other users can see. You can make parts of it private. In a nutshell, as well as videos from Vine or Instagram, TikTok videos
appear vertically on the screen. They can interact with them using hearts that are the same as swearing. Once you've downloaded the TikTok app and opened it, you'll immediately see curated recommended videos on the page for you. You can go to the following page to watch videos from users you follow - whether
friends or popular TikTokkers. On any page to watch new videos, swipe up on the screen, or tap Home.You can also try clicking discover (the magnifying glass icon next to the home button) to find videos by keywords and hashtags. In the video, you can tap the screen to pause. Also, look to the right of the user icon to
visit their profile. In addition, on the right you will see the number of hearts and comments on the video, as well as options to share it. At the bottom of the video you'll find your username, caption, any hashtags, and song name to play. Rename any of these links to watch related videos. Note: You can watch TikTok videos
without creating an account. But you need an account to interact with other users and post videos, obviously. When you're ready to start creating your own video, click the Create video button (plus sign) at the bottom of the home screen, and then click the record button. While it sounds easy, it takes a ton of work. If you



tutorials on YouTube, you will see how intense the process of creating TikTok videos can be for most users. This is because before you even hit the record, you can find sounds, effects and filters to apply. You can flop cameras, change speed, speed, More. You can even save the video as a draft to post it later. Just tap
the Create video icon to take a video off, and when you're done recording and editing your video, tap Next. On the video publishing page, tap the draft. If you're looking for more step-by-step guides on how to shoot and edit videos using TikTok, we recommend that you review TikTok Action Center. Pocket-lint also has
this handy TikTok tips and tricks guide. This Wikipedia page tracks the top 50 TikTok accounts with the highest number of followers. Currently, Charlie D'Amelia is on top with 70 million followers. She is 16 and primarily posts videos of herself dancing. The second most popular is Addison Rae, with 50 million followers.
She also posts dance videos. Many of the most popular users on TikTok are teenagers, and they became friends last year and have formed collaboration groups, or collectives such as Hype House, Sway House and Club House. They live together in mega-mansions in Los Angeles solely for the purpose of creating an
endless stream of TikTok content for you to digest every day. If you don't want to participate in content houses and would prefer to watch more organic content that suits your interests, check out discover's page. TikTok is the latest to be under the glare of the US, with Secretary of State Mike Pompeo reportedly
considering banning the app after a ban in India.Why our readers should choose the FastestVPN Life Plan (promo)The app is being considered over fears it could be a surveillance tool for China. We're looking at it very seriously and we're certainly looking at it. We've been working on this issue for a long time,' Pompeo
told Fox News. As for Chinese apps on people's mobile phones, I can assure you that the U.S. will get it right too. He added that U.S. citizens should be cautious about using TikTok in case their private data ends up in the hands of the Communist Party of China. ByteDance has previously tried to weed itself off its roots,
originally founded by Chinese entrepreneur Zhang Ymin. He also withdrew the app from Hong Kong, following the implementation of Beijing's highly controversial national security law. In light of recent events, we have decided to stop the TikTok app from working in Hong Kong, it said. This has led many to believe that
ByteDance opposes Chinese censorship and any speculation that TikTok could be used as a government surveillance tool. The U.S. will take more convincingly, it seems. Writing by Maggie Tillman. Tillman.
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